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Change is a part of life: sometimes it feels frightening, other times exciting. With the Butterfly Oracle

Cards for Life Changes,Doreen Virtue will help you manage and understand any changes you are

experiencing. Each of the 44 cards features a gorgeous butterfly-and-flower image . . . because who

better than these winged creatures and blossoming buds to demonstrate the blessings offered by

transformation? The accompanying guidebook shows you how to give yourself and others a

â€œLife-Change Reading.â€• Topics range across real-life challenges such as aging, shifting

careers, relationship transitions, moving, lifestyle alterations, and more. This deck can be used in

conjunction with Doreenâ€™s other cards for those occasions when your reading needs to

specifically focus upon change.
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This is a positively helpful deck to use when wanting to take a look at major life changes or

transformations one is going through in their life. The subject of the deck surrounds butterflyâ€™s,

which are also a symbol of changing, evolving, and transforming. I've been testing this deck out

repeatedly and have found it to be efficiently accurate. I've re-checked questions at separate

intervals and received the same messages. Although, I am Clairaudient to a good degree so it helps

hearing my team tell me which cards to flip over. My favorite part of this deck are the words or

phrases chosen to be included on each card. They point to practical areas that most everyone

wrestles with at one time or another.Each card displays photography of real life butterfly's on it. The

images are vibrant, beautiful, and glossy, however, the images don't necessarily have much to do

with the names on the cards. This may be an issue for some who desire symbolism to be evident on



a card used for giving readings. I found that any image could have been used on each card for that

matter. I instead chose to focus on the messages coming in surrounding the word or phrases on the

cards. The butterfly photography was just a pretty background for it.This card deck comes with a

helpful guide book that offers a couple paragraphs of the general meanings of each card as well as

other potential messages or guidance that could be implied. Iâ€™m enjoying this deck and would

recommend it for those who have been feeling stuck, at a standstill, and are looking for a deck that

is focused on major life changes or transformations. If you're a huge fan of butterfly's and collect

anything related to butterfly's, then you may enjoy this deck if just to gaze at the images.

Another beautiful card deck by beautiful angel Doreen Virtue.The main focus butterflies and flowers

which are beautifully potrayed in each card.I also like that the cards have simple word on it because

it really gives you a chance to use your intuition before you look in the informational booklet that

does a really,really,great job of defining each.The pictures on the cards in this card deck don't seem

to have story like other Doreen's card decks do ,but this card deck has great wording and has cards

that mention different forms of life changes people go through.There are cards such as

Retirement,Adult Children,Family Changes,Volunteer,Moving,Career Change,Parental

Care,Graceful Aging and more.It also includes some typical cards that Doreen has in her other card

decks as well.The wording on this card deck is great more specific then Doreen's other card

deck,so if you find power in the words and love pictures of butterflies and flowers this is the card

deck to get.Update September 13This card deck is such a beautiful card deck with inspirational

messages and pick two cards from it everyday.It's also a good card deck to combine with other

decks as well.I have been on here recently looking at the reviews and feel the need to say a few

things prehapes make some sugguestions on how to use the cards in this card deck.Despite what

other reviewers have said this card deck from what I have seen to does not have repetitive card

pictures.The wording or similiar wording is seen in Doreen's other card decks,but to me it's a good

thing.This card deck is not for older people as well.Many people in there 20's or even there 30's and

40 wondering why am I getting a retirement card not close to retiring.
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